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ABSTRACT

Objective: To analyze the depression status of pediatric standardized training residents in COVID-19.
Methods: The depression status of pediatric residents undergoing standardized training at the First Affiliated Hospital of Yangtze
University was investigated using the Self-rated Depression Scale (SDS). Statistical analysis was conducted using R version 3.5.3.
Results: The prevalence of depression was found to be 66.6%. However, no significant statistical associations were observed
between depression and various demographic factors, including gender, age, emotional status, educational background, possession
of a professional doctor certificate, and monthly income.
Conclusions: The incidence of depressive symptoms amongst pediatric residents undergoing standardized training during the
COVID-19 pandemic is substantial, placing them at an elevated risk for depression.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, which
originated in Wuhan, China, in late 2019, has spread glob-
ally,[1] with some countries having achieved stability while
others remain amid an epidemic. The impact of this disease
extends beyond physical symptoms to include mental health
concerns such as depression, anxiety, and sleep disorders.[2, 3]

The scholars focused on the medical personnel, specifically
the standardized training residents who constitute a distinct
cohort. Standardized training is being implemented con-
currently with infection prevention and control measures.
Owing to heightened competition, inadequate financial re-
sources, academic demands, and familial responsibilities,
this group will likely encounter greater psychological dis-
tress than their counterparts in the medical field. An Italian
study revealed that 84% of standardized training residents

experienced anxiety related to the COVID-19 pandemic.[4, 5]

The implementation of standardized training in China was
initiated belatedly and still needs to be completed, leading
to discontent and psychological stress among residents. A
2015 survey in Shenzhen, China, revealed that only 33% of
residents were content with the standardized training model.
Among the 600 clinical medicine undergraduates, 183 ex-
pressed disapproval of the standardized training system, cit-
ing financial insufficiency due to inadequate income gener-
ated during the training.[6, 7]

The onset of the epidemic may exert an adverse influence
on the psychological well-being of healthcare practitioners.
A greater emphasis should be placed on the mental health
of the general populace, with particular attention directed
toward pediatric residents. It is of utmost significance to
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scrutinize and enhance the satisfaction levels of residents
with the training paradigm and their mental health during
the training. Currently, there exists no scholarly literature
about the depressive state of pediatric residents amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic. This paper endeavors to explore the
depressive status of standardized training pediatric residents.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Survey method
This research employed a questionnaire to disseminate a
survey to pediatric residents undergoing standardized train-
ing at the First Affiliated Hospital of Yangtze University.
The survey was conducted in November 2022, and 18 ques-
tionnaires were distributed, with all 18 being returned and
deemed valid.

2.2 Survey content
The present study employed the Self-rated Depression Scale
(SDS) to evaluate the depression status of pediatric residents
undergoing standardized training.[8] The SDS comprises 20
self-assessment items, each of which is rated on a four-point
scale, with 10 items reflecting positive scores and 10 articles

reflecting negative scores. The total score is calculated by
summing the 20 items, while the standard score is derived
by multiplying the complete score by 1.25. A standard score
of less than 50 indicates the absence of depression, while
scores ranging from 50 to 59 indicate mild depression, scores
between 60 and 69 indicate moderate depression and scores
of 70 or higher indicate severe depression.

2.3 Statistical method
R version 3.5.3 was used for statistical data analysis, includ-
ing general descriptive analysis and Fisher exact probability,
and p < .05 was considered statistically significant.

3. RESULTS

3.1 General demographic information
General demographic data of the subjects were obtained from
the survey. The pediatric residents in standardized training
ranged in age from 23 to 37 (25.00±3.51) years. Sixteen
were single, 3 had master’s degrees, 13 had medical quali-
fication certificates, and 14 had monthly incomes less than
$600 (see Table 1).

Table 1. General demographic information
 

 

Item Classification Number (n) Depression (n) 

Gender 
Male 6 4 

Female 12 8 

Age 
21-25 15 10 

> 25 3 2 

Relationship status 
Unmarried 16 11 

Married 2 1 

Education  
Undergraduate 15 11 

Postgraduate 3 1 

Obtaining medical qualification certificate 
Yes 13 8 

No 5 4 

Monthly income 
≤ $600 14 9 

> $600 4 3 

 

3.2 Degree of depression score
Six patients (33.3%) had no symptoms of depression, six pa-
tients (33.3%) had mild symptoms of depression, five patients
(27.8%) had moderate depression, and one patient (5.5%)
had severe depression. The positive rate of depression was
66.6%.

3.3 Fisher exact probability
Fisher’s exact probability showed that depression is not re-
lated to these factors (gender, age, relationship status, ed-
ucation, obtaining a medical qualification certificate, and

monthly income).

4. DISCUSSION
The survey findings indicate that among pediatric residents
undergoing standardized training, 66.6% exhibited a posi-
tive rate of depressive symptoms, with 33.3% experiencing
moderate to severe depression. Although slightly lower than
the results reported by Mata et al. (43.2%), this discrepancy
may be attributed to variations in research tools, sample size,
and regional concentration.[9] Nevertheless, the results under-
score the vulnerability of physicians in training to depression,
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highlighting the need for researchers and managers to pri-
oritize the mental health status of residents and introduce
timely interventions. Other countries worldwide have also
found this phenomenon, but they do not specifically study
pediatricians.[10–13] Burn-out is a syndrome that is concep-
tualized as arising from prolonged workplace stress that has
not been effectively managed. Three dimensions, namely
distinguish it: (1) a sense of energy depletion or exhaus-
tion, (2) an augmented mental detachment from one’s job,
or feelings of negativism or cynicism concerning one’s job,
and (3) a decline in professional efficacy. Professions that
require a significant degree of emotional labor and empathy
place individuals at risk of experiencing burn-out. Resident
physicians, who serve as primary caregivers and frequently
interact with patients, are particularly susceptible to this phe-
nomenon. Nonetheless, timely identification and appropriate
intervention can significantly enhance the value of the for-
mative three-year period in a physician’s career.[14]

The present study has determined no statistically significant
association between depression and various demographic
factors, including gender, age, emotional status, educational
background, possession of a professional doctor certificate,
and monthly income. In contrast to prior research, the cur-
rent investigation highlights COVID-19 as the primary con-
tributor to depression among pediatric residents undergoing

standardized training. The pandemic-induced social isolation
has created an unparalleled stress level, impeding individu-
als’ capacity to engage in work, seek familial support, and
participate in community events. In addition to feelings of
loneliness and fear of infection, depression has emerged as a
meaningful outcome.

Several limitations were present in our study. First, our sam-
ple size is small so future studies may need a more precise
sampling method. Second, cross-sectional research must
make it easier to draw definitive causal conclusions about
the pandemic’s long-term consequences. Third, results may
not apply to all countries because selection bias cannot be
excluded.

The results of this study show that the prevalence of depres-
sive symptoms among pediatric residents in standardized
training is high, and they are at increased risk of depression.
More samples and well-matched groups should be used in
future research.
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